Hollow Earth Expeditions

Field Notes:

The Hedgerows of Horen

This is an Unofficial supplement to the world
of Hollow Earth Expeditions and the Ubiquity
system.
Field Notes are short, one shot encounters or
introductions to creatures, places and things
found throughout the world (both out and
within). They are small and lack “area” details
so that they may be dropped into an existing
campaign without great effort. Enjoy.

Day 89
Powerful giants. No, I am not referring
to Brontosaurus or Dimetrodons or even
Tyrannosaurus, but rather of Geese. I
suppose that in a land as fantastic as this
Hollow World, that even mundane creatures,
such as ducks or geese, could become quite
extraordinary and dangerous. This note
begins yesterday though.
We had just entered the valley of Horen,
home to peaceful farmers so we have been
told. Beware were the warnings, as their
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crops are well protected from the great beasts.
No sooner did we set into the valley,
following a mountain stream, then we came
across a hedgerow, much like those that
cross most of France. But this hedgerow
was extraordinary in size, perhaps 50 feet
high, and equal of thickness in places.
The core seemed to be made up of thick
hardwoods, some species of Oak and Ash
mostly, but interwoven throughout was a
prickly vine, strands being an inch thick in
most places. The prickers or thorns on them
were broad and flat, protruding perhaps 3 to
4 inches in places. Almost like broad flat
leafs, quite deceptive actually. Razor sharp
each and every one. Woven tightly between
these trees, I believe even the most hearty of
Tyrannosaur would think twice before
trying to force his way through.
Not wanting to risk going through, we
followed the edge for several miles, looking
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for a way to cross when at length we came to
a man made passage. A tunnel, almost five
feet tall, but only about three wide. It ran
the thick of the hedgerow, with no gate or
fence in the middle to slow us.
Beyond we found miles of rolling fields,
crossed by hedgerows and tunnels, and a
large stream fed pond. It was actually quite
peaceful to walk a country field and not feel
the fear of the great predators gazing upon
us, then we noticed the geese. Peaceful
enough creatures, had a few on the farm
when I was a lad, but these were different.
They were big, I mean really big.
Of the flock that we saw, the gander
must have been near 8 feet tall, weighing
around 40 pounds. As he challenged us, I
could easily estimate his wingspan at over
twenty-feet! The hens were, perhaps, only a
foot or so smaller and we saw no goslings.
Still, Astounding.
Now as a lad, many was the time I was
sent crying to my mum after being
attacked by our farm geese, those wings
being quite dangerous. You see, when a
goose attacks, it just doesn’t bite, it also
brings those wings together, like a man
clapping, with the hard “elbow” joints

coming together at the point of impact. I
have seen them kill coyote with these
attacks, and a friend had his arm broken
once by such an attack. Given this, one
could only speculate as to how deadly these
giants could be.
Cautiously we moved around them,
eventually finding a small settlement of
perhaps a half-dozen families.
The
hedgerows, with their thorn and goose
protectors, seem quite safe from the dangers
of the outside world.

Giant Goose Attack
A goose will (usually) hiss and bite at a
potential threat several times, challenging the
threat with it’s wings outstretched. This also
leaves the wings ready for a “slap” attack.
Travelers around these giants should be wary
when the wings are out as the strength used to
carry them through the sky is the same strength
used to inflict severe injury, even in the normal
sized beasts.
Giant Goose
Archetype: Animal
Style: 0

Motivation: Survival
Health: 6

PRIMARY ATTRIBUTES
Body: 3
Dexterity: 3
Strength: 3

Charisma: 0
Intelligence: 0
Willpower: 3

SECONDARY ATTRIBUTES
Size: 0
Move: 6
Perception: 5

Initiative: 3
Defense: 6
Stun: 3

SKILLS
Brawl
Stealth
Survival

BASE
3
3
0

LEVELS RATING
3
6
3
6
4
4

AVERAGE
(3)
(3)
(2)

TALENTS
Alertness 1 (+2 Perception Rating)
RESOURCES
None
FLAWS
Bestial (character cannot communicate or use tools)
WEAPONS
Bite
Wing Slap

RATING SIZE ATTACK AVERAGE
0L
0
6L
(3L)
2L
0
8L
(4L)

